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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: T2 mapping is useful for identifying and quantifying abnormalities of the
hippocampus and amygdala. It is particularly useful in the presurgical evaluation of patients with
temporal lobe epilepsy and for the identification of bilateral hippocampal sclerosis (HS). The purpose
of this study was to implement and validate a dual-echo method for producing coronal T2 maps with
complete coverage of the hippocampus and the rest of the brain on a 3T MR imaging scanner.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: T2 relaxation times were estimated on 10 occasions on 3 quality assess-
ment Eurospin II (Diagnostic Sonar, Livingstone, Scotland) test objects with the use of conventional
spin-echo (CSE), fast spin-echo, and fast recovery fast spin-echo (FRFSE) sequences on a 3T Excite
MR imaging scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis). Hippocampal T2 relaxation times were then
measured in 15 healthy subjects and 20 subjects with clear-cut HS who were scanned at 1.5T with a
previously validated dual-echo CSE sequence and 3T with an FRFSE sequence.

RESULTS: 3T FRFSE data were as reliable as CSE data at 1.5T. Reliability of hippocampal T2 measures
was good on healthy volunteers and subjects with HS. FRFSE images were suitable for qualitative
radiologic reporting and with complete brain coverage, so no additional T2-weighted sequences were
required. There was good correlation between the 3T hippocampal T2 measurements and values
obtained with the previously validated technique at 1.5T, with reliable identification of all of the
subjects with HS.

CONCLUSIONS: T2 mapping with an FRFSE 30/80 sequence may be readily applied at 3T and can
produce reliable T2 values in vivo with contiguous 5-mm sections and in a much reduced scan time of
3 minutes 1 second compared with 10 minutes 30 seconds for the CSE sequence at 1.5T.

Hippocampal sclerosis (HS) is the most common patho-
logic condition underlying intractable temporal lobe epi-

lepsy; 70% of patients become seizure free with appropriate
surgery. MR imaging is vital in the identification of HS and the
determination of dual pathology or bilateral HS. Increased
signal intensity on T2-weighted images is a feature of HS.1-3

Quantification is more sensitive and can determine whether
the abnormality is unilateral or bilateral. Previously developed
methods for in vivo measurement of T2 relaxation have been
implemented on a 1.5T imager. A 16-echo sequence produced
accurate T2 relaxation times but, because of the length of ac-
quisition time, covered only a small area of the brain with a
single 8-mm section through the hippocampus.4,5 A dual-
echo conventional spin-echo (CSE) method with a slightly
shorter acquisition time allowed whole brain coverage in
5-mm sections and provided a series of images that were ac-
ceptable for radiologic reporting, as well as the 2 data points
necessary for a reproducible calculation of T2.6 T2 relaxom-
etry can also be applied to the identification of neocortical
abnormalities.7 In clinical practice, the important issue is reli-
able determination of T2 as normal or not in a reproducible
manner. Our principal concern was to establish the normal
range and reliability of the method of T2 measurement and
that abnormalities detected on the previous method at 1.5T
were detected by the new 3T method. Previous studies with

dual-echo T2 have given good data for the evaluation of pa-
tients.8,9 More recently, multiecho T2 relaxometry techniques
have been introduced at 3T.10

With the installation of a 3T Excite MR imaging scanner
(GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis), we decided to evaluate the
improved fast spin-echo (FSE) options with respect to obtain-
ing dual-echo data for the production of calculated T2 maps.
Previous studies at 1.5T showed that the normal range and
coefficient of variation of hippocampal T2 relaxation time
were greater with the FSE sequences than with the CSE se-
quences.6 The use of an FSE sequence, however, would mean a
shorter acquisition time, which would mean a shorter total
examination time or would allow the addition of further im-
aging sequences to the routine epilepsy protocol.11

The previous study at 1.5T had shown that the measure-
ments obtained using the 30/120 TE protocol had a superior
test-retest and inter-rater reliability compared with the 30/80
protocol. Given that T2 changes little with field, we felt that we
should evaluate the late echo time of 120 ms, as has been rec-
ommended at 1.5T. However, at 3T, we observed that there is
increased signal intensity dropout at 3T at this longer echo
time, and so we evaluated the echo time of 80 ms as well.12

Materials and Methods

Studies on Test Objects
Three Eurospin II (Diagnostic Sonar, Livingstone, Scotland) MR

quality assessment test objects with nominal T2 relaxation times of

103, 121, and 203 ms were studied on 10 separate occasions over a

6-week period. The section thickness was 5 mm with no section gap.

Six sequences were evaluated: a CSE sequence at 2000 ms/30, 120 ms

(TR/TE), a CSE sequence at 2000 ms/30, 80 ms (TR/TE), an FSE

sequence at 2000 ms/30, 120 ms (TR/TE), an FSE sequence at 2000

ms/30, 120 ms and 2000 ms/30, 80 ms (TR/TE), and a fast recovery

FSE (FRFSE) at 2000 ms/30, 120 ms and 2000 ms/30, 80 ms (TR/TE).
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The CSE sequences had a matrix of 256 � 192 with full-phase FOV

and NEX � 1. The FSE and FRFSE sequences had a matrix of 256 �

256 with a 75% FOV. To obtain test-retest reliability, we measured T2

twice in 12 MR quality assessment test objects with nominal T2 values

with a range of 52–390 ms.13

Image data were transferred to a Sun Microsystems (Mountain

View, Calif) workstation and converted to a variant of the University

of North Carolina “/usr/image” format. Pixel-by-pixel T2 maps were

calculated from the images by using the expression T2 � (TE2 �

TE1)/[ln(S1/S2)], with TE1 and TE2, respectively.6,14

Evaluation of Measures of Hippocampal T2 Relaxation
Time in a Control Population
Fifteen healthy subjects with no history of neurologic disease were

scanned at 1.5T and 3T (7 women; age range, 26 – 64 years; median

age, 44 years). Visual inspection of the MR images obtained in all of

the subjects showed no indication of structural abnormalities; data

were acquired from 30 hippocampi.

The sequence used at 3T had a 5-mm-section thickness and no

section gap, obtained by interleaving 2 acquisitions to cover the entire

brain with a 24-cm FOV. Scans were oriented in the oblique coronal

plane in the same axis as the brain stem, orthogonal to the hippocam-

pus, so as to minimize partial volume effects.4 All of the scans were

performed with the middle section of the acquisition placed at the

anterior border of the brain stem. This section positioning method

was also used at 1.5T, which allowed for similar sections to be mea-

sured at both field strengths. The sequence used was an FRFSE 24

echo-train length 2000/30, 80 sequence, NEX � 1, 256 � 256 matrix

with a 75% FOV giving a scan time of 3 minutes 1 second.

All of the control subjects had previously been scanned on a 1.5T

scanner (EchoSpeed; GE Healthcare) with a CSE 2000/30, 120 se-

quence, NEX � 1, 192 � 256 matrix with a full FOV, for which the

scan time was 10 minutes and 30 seconds.6

The median interscan duration was 5 months with a range of 4 – 6

months.

A calculated T2 map in the same orientation as the original scans

was obtained in the same manner as the test objects. T2 maps were

presented and regions of interest drawn with the Dispimage (Univer-

sity of London, London, UK) image display program.13 Regions were

placed separately by 2 observers to establish inter-rater reliability and

by 1 observer on 2 occasions to establish intrarater reliability. Ellipti-

cal regions of interest were placed within the hippocampus and were

as large as the hippocampal anatomy would allow, typically 20 mm2.

Careful attention was paid to avoid boundaries that would give rise to

partial volume effects with CSF (Fig 1). T2 values were obtained in the

4 consecutive 5-mm coronal sections covering the hippocampi with

the most posterior section being at the level of the posterior brain

stem and in consecutive sections anterior to this. Data were averaged

for each hippocampus. The whole process to obtain the T2 measure-

ments took less than 5 minutes per case subject.

Comparison of Hippocampal T2 Relaxation Times in
Patients with Data Acquired Using the Previously
Established Dual-Echo CSE Protocol
Twenty patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and HS in whom hip-

pocampal T2 relaxation times had been measured to be above the

healthy range by the previously established method at 1.5T with the

dual-echo CSE sequence were rescanned at 3T with FRFSE. The in-

terscan duration was a median of 57 months, (range, 12–115 months)

in the patient group. The restudied patients did not have any episodes

of serial seizures or status epilepticus in the intervening time, and one

would not expect to see a change in hippocampal T2 over this interval

in this population of patients.15 All of the subjects gave informed

consent, and these studies were approved by the National Hospital for

Neurology and Neurosurgery and Institute of Neurology Joint Med-

ical Ethics Committee.

Statistics
Hippocampal T2 data were analyzed using SPSS 11 (SPSS, Chicago,

Ill) on a personal computer. Test-retest reliability and inter-rater re-

liability were assessed on 70 hippocampi (30 from healthy subjects

and 40 from patients with temporal lobe epilepsy) by calculating the

coefficient of reliability.13 The coefficient of reliability is a stringent

test of repeatability and is calculated as 2 times SD of the mean of the

difference between 2 measures divided by the mean of both measures.

Scatterplots and the Pearson correlation coefficient were used to com-

pare the CSE-derived hippocampal T2 times acquired at 1.5T and the

FRFSE-derived data acquired at 3T.

Results

Studies on Eurospin II Test Objects
Four of the 6 sequences used (CSE 2000/30, 120/1 and 2000/
30, 80/1 and FRFSE 2000/30, 120/1 and 2000/30, 80/1) pro-
duced measures of T2 that were lower than the reference val-
ues quoted by the manufacturer of the Eurospin II MR quality
assessment objects, and the other 2 sequences (FSE 2000/30,
120/1 and 2000/30, 80/1) produced measures that were much
higher than those quoted by the manufacturer. The FRFSE
sequence produced the measures closest to the manufacturer’s
values (Table). The test-retest coefficient of reliability was
3.3% (�1 SD). Accordingly, we decided to use the FRFSE
30/80 sequence for in vivo evaluation in healthy control sub-
jects and patients with HS.

Fig 1. Subject with unilateral right-sided HS (left
of image).

A, FRFSE 30/80 early echo.

B, FRFSE 30/80 late echo.

C, FRFSE 30/80 T2 calculated image showing
placement of region of interest.
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Test-Retest and Inter-Rater Repeatability Measures of
Repeated Data Analysis with 30/80 FRFSE Sequence in
Healthy Volunteers and Patients with Temporal Lobe
Epilepsy
Data were available from 70 hippocampi, composed of left and
right hippocampi in 15 healthy subjects and 20 patients with
temporal lobe epilepsy and HS (9 left, 6 right, and 5 bilateral),
all of whom had clear evidence of prolongation of hippocam-
pal T2 demonstrated previously in the sclerotic hippocampi
with a dual-echo CSE sequence at 1.5T. The mean (SD) for
normal average hippocampal T2 times in healthy subjects us-
ing the 30/80 FRFSE sequence was 113 ms (1 ms). The upper
limit of normal hippocampal T2, defined as the mean �2 SDs,
was 115 ms; 118 ms was the highest recorded value in any
individual 5-mm section. It was also noted that there is an
anteroposterior gradient of T2 in control subjects and pa-
tients; T2 values were higher anteriorly than posteriorly, as
had been shown at 1.5T.8

For intrarater reliability in healthy volunteers, the coeffi-
cient of reliability was 2.8% with the limit of agreement at 6
ms. The coefficient for reliability for inter-rater reliability was
3.8%, and the limit of agreement was 8.2 ms (2 SD of the mean
difference).

In patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, the coefficient of
reliability for test-retest was 3%, with a limit of agreement of
7.4 ms. For inter-rater reliability, the coefficient of reliability
was 3%, with a limit of agreement of 7.6 ms.

Comparison of FRFSE Hippocampal T2 Relaxation Time
Measurements Acquired at 3T with Data Acquired with a
Dual-Echo CSE Sequence at 1.5T in Patients with
Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
In 20 patients (40 hippocampi) with clear-cut HS, hippocam-
pal T2 relaxation data were available from the dual-echo CSE
sequence used previously at 1.5T and from the 30/80 FRFSE
sequence at 3T. Normal ranges for the CSE sequence at 1.5T
were a mean of 85.6 ms (SD, �1.8 ms), with an upper limit of
normal of 90 ms.6 The normal ranges for the sequences at 3T
were clearly different. The FRFSE 30/80 T2 data were strongly
correlated with the CSE data, with a Pearson correlation coef-
ficient of 89.9% (P � .01; Fig 2).

There was good agreement between the normal and abnor-
mal data for the CSE 30/120 at 1.5T and the FRFSE 30/80 at 3T.
If the 1.5T CSE hippocampal T2 relaxation times were abnor-
mal (�90 ms), the 3T FRFSE T2 relaxation times were always
abnormal (�118 ms).

Discussion
As in the previous dual-echo CSE study at 1.5T,6 the absolute
accuracy of T2 measures was not a prime consideration. This

was considered to be less important than the production of
reliable and reproducible data that differentiated normal from
abnormal hippocampi.

T2 relaxometry at 3T encounters some of the problems and
limitations typically posed by imaging at this higher field
strength. The high radio frequency (RF) power deposition rate
of multisection FSE sequences can cause them to be limited by
scanner safety features. We found that all of the sequences
used in this study were not limited in this way and gave whole
brain coverage. Another problem with 3T imaging is that the
transmit RF field may not be as uniform as at 1.5T. We cir-
cumvented most of this problem by using the body coil of the
scanner to provide the transmitted RF; some field-subject in-
teraction may remain, but there is little evidence of this in our
images. The 8-element array coil used to receive the signal
intensity is rather less homogeneous, but receiver coil inho-
mogeneities will only be reflected in the S0 map (which is
unused) and not in the T2 map.16

The sequences used a variety of TEs and echo trains, each of
which will have its own potential for stimulated echoes. The
purpose of this article was not to study all of these effects in
detail but to find a sequence that provided reproducible esti-
mates of T2. Modern scanners, such as our new 3T GE Health-
care machine, incorporate several enhancements to FSE train
stability that were not available a decade ago when it was found
that the CSE sequence gave more reliable T2 values; we suggest
that this is one reason why it is now possible to use an FRFSE
sequence to obtain reliable T2 maps. Note that RF pulses and

Fig 2. Scatterplot of calculated hippocampal T2 relaxation times obtained with 3T FRFSE
2000/30, 80 sequence (y-axis), and 1.5T CSE 2000/30,120 sequence (x-axis), in 15 healthy
control subjects (30 hippocampi) and 20 patients with hippocampal sclerosis (40
hippocampi).

Estimations of T2 relaxation time in 3 Eurospin II MR quality assessment objects using a range of MR acquisition protocols

Nominal Values
of T2

CSE FSE FRFSE

2000,
30/120

2000,
30/80

2000,
30/120

2000,
30/80

2000,
30/120

2000,
30/80

103 ms 88.8 (2.7) 82.3 (2.9) 128.5 (3.0) 138.7 (3.4) 99.4 (2.6) 94.6 (1.8)
121 ms 100.8 (2.4) 92.4 (3.8) 161 (2.8) 158.8 (2.6) 114.3 (2.3) 106.4 (1.8)
203 ms 207.1 (4.3) 174.6 (6.5) 369.8 (6.5) 370.2 (6.7) 235 (6.4) 212.8 (2.7)

Note:—CSE indicates conventional spin-echo; FSE, fast spin-echo; FRFSE, fast recovery fast spin-echo. Values are presented as mean (SD).
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sequences will vary from one scanner manufacturer to an-
other, so the procedures described in this article should be
followed to evaluate the best T2 measurement sequences on
other scanners.

With the improved pulse sequences and signal to noise
afforded by the increase in field strength to 3T, it was possible
to produce data with a similar coefficient of variation of hip-
pocampal T2 relaxation times by using an FSE technique
rather than the CSE technique used at 1.5T. This had the ad-
vantage of a shorter acquisition time. The total acquisition
time for CSE 30, 120 at 1.5T was 10 minutes 42 seconds and
allowed only 28 5-mm sections, which did not always provide
for complete brain coverage. The total acquisition time for the
30,80 FRFSE at 3T was 3 minutes 1 second and allowed for 32
5-mm sections, thus providing complete brain coverage in all
of the subjects The FRFSE sequence uses a restoring 90° pulse
(ie, one of opposite phase to the excitation pulse) to return the
magnetization to the z-axis at the end of each TR. This greatly
reduces the effect of T1 weighting on the sequence, allowing
the use of a TR of 2 s, which is shorter than would normally be
used at 3T, and giving the FRFSE sequence an advantage that
the other sequences do not have. The FRFSE images were suit-
able for qualitative neuroradiologic interpretation, so no ad-
ditional sequences were needed to quantify the hippocampal
T2 signal intensity.

We were able to implement and validate a method for ob-
taining reliable quantitative T2 data by using a standard dual-
echo FRFSE sequence on a standard 3T Excite MR scanner.
Studies on standard test objects showed that the FSE sequences
gave T2 measurements that were much higher than the ex-
pected values, but the FRFSE sequences gave values that were
close to the expected values. The probable explanation for this
is that the FRFSE returns the spin magnetization back to a
near-equilibrium state, unlike the FSE, in which magnetiza-
tion remains in the transverse plane. This residual magnetiza-
tion can then cause cross-talk between the neighboring sec-
tions in regions of high T1, altering the observed T2
measurement. In vivo, this error could result in erroneous
values in areas where there was significant partial volume with
CSF.

The hippocampal T2 measures derived from FRFSE se-
quences showed good test-retest reliability in both patients
and control subjects. Although the absolute values of hip-
pocampal T2 measured with FRFSE at 3T were different from
those obtained using CSE at 1.5T, there was an excellent cor-
relation, and, most importantly, there was concordance of
whether values were normal or abnormal, which is the prime

consideration when using data clinically in an epilepsy surgery
program to be able to identify subtle HS and bilateral HS.

Furthermore, the FRFSE sequence gives data that are suit-
able for visual interpretation of the images, as well as for quan-
tification of the hippocampal T2 relaxation time, so no extra
sequences need to be acquired, and the acquisition time is only
3 minutes 1 second for complete brain coverage.
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